
Analogue panel meters - stock range

Acclaim series - �Flat� short scale meters Moving coil

AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM ANDERS

ACCLAIM �FLAT� PROFILE METERS
Attractive slim style ‘flat’ meters incorporating an ultra thin sandwich type
movement. Normal surface mounting using the two insulated input terminals,
saves space behind the panel and eliminates the need for complex barrel cut
-outs. Can also replace conventional barrel meters using the four corner screw
fixings provided. Alternatively, the Acclaim range can be rear mounted via a
simple window cut out in the panel or using the optional picture frame bezel.

Application: For instrument panels, hand held equipment, process control
and test equipment.

Dimensions

Specifications

Ordering information
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To surface mount, drill 2 x 8mm holes for terminals (and fixing) with centres at dimension E,
F and 4 x 3.5mm holes with centres at dimensions C, D (optional).

Construction: The meters are housed in a black plastic case assembly with
clear acrylic front. The optional  black cover or picture frame bezel, clips over
the front of the meter concealing all but the viewing window. To avoiding damage
to the pointer or movement, a rear compartment between the terminals is
accessable for fitting ranging components and the scale can slide in from the
side, eliminating the need to open the meter.

Movements: The meters are supplied with  unique ultra thin sandwich type
movements. They are of robust taut band moving coil construction giving
excellent shock and vibration resistance. They have a  linear scale shape and
flattened arc.

Meter without cover
for window mount

(Not to scale)

Optional �picture frame�
mounting bezel
(Not to scale)½ actual size

����� Flat �no barrel� design
����� Slide in scale plates
����� Modular for front or rear of panel mounting
����� Optional cover and picture frame bezel
����� Ex-stock for immediate delivery
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001AU52MA 52MA 001-0 µ CDA

1AM52MA 52MA CDAm1-0

57VM52MA 52MA CDVm57-0

001AU53MA 53MA 001-0 µ CDA

1AM53MA 53MA CDAm1-0

57VM53MA 53MA CDVm57-0

001AU54MA 54MA 001-0 µ CDA

1AM54MA 54MA CDAm1-0

57VM54MA 54MA CDVm57-0

SEIRALLIXNA

52MAC 52MA revoCkcalB

52MAB 52MA lezeBkcalB

0/52MAS 52MA elacsknalB

01/52MAS 52MA elacs01-0

03/52MAS 52MA elacs03-0

001/52MAS 52MA elacs001-0

53MAC 53MA revoCkcalB

53MAB 53MA lezeBkcalB

0/53MAS 53MA elacsknalB

01/53MAS 53MA elacs01-0

03/53MAS 53MA elacs03-0

001/53MAS 53MA elacs001-0

54MAC 54MA revoCkcalB

54MAB 54MA lezeBkcalB

0/54MAS 54MA elacsknalB

01/54MAS 54MA elacs01-0

03/54MAS 54MA elacs03-0

001/54MAS 54MA elacs001-0

Meters shown with optional black cover
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window/cover with bezel
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